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Abstract

We examine the effect of modal interference on the performance of a single mode-multimode-single mode (SMS)
fiber optic microbend sensor structure. The study shows that if the coupling from higher order modes of the sensing
multimode fiber to the lead-out single mode (SM) fiber is not zero, the output power and hence the microbend sen-
sitivity of the structure depends strongly on the position of the microbends in the fiber. A simple experiment is carried
out to study the above effect whose results agree very well with the theoretical predictions.
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1. Introduction

Fiber optic microbend sensors are extensively
studied in the literature [1-3], which are based on
the coupling between guided modes and radiation
modes by microbends of appropriate period. Such
sensors preferably use parabolic-core multimode
(MM) fiber, as the propagation constants of vari-
ous modes in such fibers are almost equally spaced
and hence microbends of appropriate period cou-
ple energy very efficiently from various guided
modes to radiation modes. The performance of
these conventional microbend sensors however

depends very much on the launching conditions,
since a large number of modes are excited at the
input end of the fiber. Donlagic and co-workers [4-
6] have reported a single mode-multimode-single
mode (SMS) microbend sensor structure in which
the launching conditions are fixed by splicing a
single mode fiber at the input end of the sensing
multimode fiber. The output power is also detected
through a lead-out single mode (SM) fiber. The
authors have shown that such a structure is about
3-6 times more sensitive than the conventional
microbend sensors. In their paper [4], it was en-
sured that at the input and output splices, coupling
from (to) lead-in (out) fiber takes place only with
the fundamental mode of the sensing multimode
fiber. This is possible only if the spot size of the
fundamental mode of the multimode fiber matches
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with that of the single mode fiber and two fibers are
perfectly aligned axially at the splices. However, in
practice, either or both of the above conditions
may not be true and the coupling between the
higher order modes of the sensing fiber to the single
mode lead-out fiber may be finite. In that case,
power at the output end would depend on
the relative phases of various modes reaching at the
second splice, which in turn would depend on
the position of the microbend structure on the fi-
ber. In this paper, we examine the effect of this
modal interference on the output power particu-
larly in cases where the coupling between higher
order modes and the lead-out SM fiber is not zero.

2. Theoretical analysis

We consider a SMS structure consisting of two
identical single mode fibers spliced at both the
ends of a multimode parabolic core fiber (see
Fig. 1(a)) characterized by the following dielectric
constant profile:

(1)
= n2

2 = nl[l - 2A], r > a

where
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram for the: (a) SMS fiber structure, (b)
experimental setup for measuring modal interference effects in
SMS fiber structure.

A = •
2n1 2

where n1 is the maximum refractive index in the
core, n2 is that of the cladding and a is the core
radius. We assume that the lead-in and lead-out
SM fibers are aligned axially with the sensing MM
fiber and hence will couple in and couple out
mainly the lowest order modes only. The field
patterns of such (lower order) modes in the MM
fiber can be approximated by that of an infinitely
extended parabolic medium and are given in terms
of Hermite-Gauss functions [7] as:

mn ðx; yÞ = NmNnHm ðx=wÞHn

(2)
where

w =

1=2

where k0 is the free space wavenumber, and Nm, Nn

are normalization constants. Further, it is also well
known that the propagation constants of various
modes given by Eq. (2) are almost equally spaced
(to the first order approximation) [7] with a dif-
ference

A/? = V2A/a. (3)

If we press the sensing fiber between two micro-
bend plates (see Fig. 1(b)) with a mechanical pe-
riod K given by the following phase matching
condition:

2p 2pa
A ( 4 )

these microbends will couple power between vari-
ous guided modes and finally to the radiation
modes. It should be noted that for the MM fiber we
have considered Hermite-Gauss modes given in
terms of (x;y) coordinates instead of UV modes
which are given in (r ;/) coordinates. The reason
for this consideration is the fact that microbends
bend the fiber along one transverse direction (say x
or y) and this couples power between adjacent
Hermite-Gauss modes in that direction only.

If the lead-out SM fiber is aligned axially with
the sensing fiber and its spot size matches perfectly
with that of the fundamental mode of the MM
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fiber, the power coupled in the lead-out fiber would
depend only on the power remained in the funda-
mental mode of the sensing fiber at its output end
and thus would not depend on the position of the
microbends in the MM fiber. However, if this is not
the case, which may be either due to a misalignment
at the splice or due to different spot sizes of two
fundamental modes, the power coupled out by the
single mode fiber would be given by:

Pom = |«o/o + fli/i e lA^ + a2f2 e l A^ + • • • |2, (5)

where ai and D/i represent the amplitude and the
phase (relative to the fundamental mode) of the ith
mode at the output end of the sensing fiber. Fur-
ther, fi represents the overlap integral between the
modal field pattern of the ith mode of the MM
fiber and the fundamental mode of the lead-out
fiber. We would like to mention that even if at the
input of the MM fiber, power is launched only in
the fundamental mode, due to mode coupling by
microbends, higher order modes would carry finite
power at the output end of the MM fiber, and
hence ai ði P 1Þ would not be zero. It should be
mentioned here that in the case of perfect axial
alignment at the output splice, fi ði P 1Þ would be
non zero only if the spot sizes of the fundamental
modes of the two fibers are different. This mis-
match between the two spot sizes is decided by the
core radii and V-numbers of the two fibers [5].
Assuming a i =/= 0 ði P 1Þ, the output power will
vary with D/ i which depends on the length of the
MM fiber ðLÞ between the microbend plate and the
lead-out fiber. Thus, the coupled out power is ex-
pected to vary as the position of the microbends is
changed. Since the different modes are almost
equally spaced one expects a periodic variation in
the output power with the position of the micro-
bend plate on the fiber with a period equal to K. In
the following, we discuss a simple experiment
carried out to show the above effect.

3. Experimental study

In order to study the effect of the above-men-
tioned modal interference on the output power of
a SMS microbend sensor structure, we have car-
ried out a simple experiment as discussed here. A

SMS structure was realized by splicing two pieces
of a single mode fiber (each of wl m length) at
both the ends of a multimode fiber of «50 cm long.
While making the first splice (between lead-in fiber
and MM fiber), care was taken so that the two
fibers are axially aligned by observing the output
intensity pattern from the multimode fiber on a
screen till it appears circularly symmetric. Another
piece of the SM fiber was then spliced at the other
end of the MM fiber. It may be mentioned that the
two fibers may not be axially aligned at this stage
as there is no way to check it. The parameters of
the two fibers used are given as:

For SM fiber : core diameter = 4:9 lm ;

Dn = 0:003
For MM fiber : core diameter = 50:0 lm;ð 6

The refractive index of the cladding (n2) is taken as
1.457 which corresponds to pure silica at k = 633
nm. In order to see at what wavelength the above
SMS structure would exhibit significant modal
interference effects, we calculated the Gaussian
spot sizes (ws and wm) of the two fibers and also the
coupling efficiency (power loss in dB) between the
two Gaussian modes using the following equations
[5]:

ws = as 0:65
1:619 2:879

+

wm = am

and

p— 037 267

LossðdBÞ = 10 log
( 2

(7)

at various wavelengths. Here, subscripts s and m
refer to single-mode fiber and multimode fiber,
respectively. Fig. 2 shows the variation of ws, wm

and loss as a function of wavelength. This figure
indicates that at k = 1:21 lm, ws and wm are equal
and hence there would be no modal interference.
In the experiment described below, we used
k = 0:633 lm at which there is a significant
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Fig. 2. Wavelength dependence of Gaussian spot sizes (ws and
wm) of the two fibers and coupling efficiency (Loss) between the
two Gaussian modes.

mismatch between ws and wm and hence significant
modal interference effect is expected.

The multimode fiber was then put in between
two microbend plates with periodic grooves of
spacing 1 mm. Light was coupled from a He-Ne
laser (k = 633 nm, coherence length ^30 cm) into
the lead-in SM fiber using a microscope objective
and was detected at the output of the lead-out
SM fiber. The angle between the fiber and the
grooves was adjusted to give maximum micro-
bend sensitivity. The above mentioned angle was
determined separately by recording the microbend
induced loss as a function of angle when a piece
of same MM fiber is put in between the micro-
bend plates. The lower mirobend plate was fixed
on a micro-controlled translational stage (Mico-
control, model No.: TL-78) such that the plate
can be moved along the fiber with the resolution
of 1 lm.

4. Results and discussion

Figs. 3 and 4 show the variation of the output
power (normalized with respect to the output
power without microbends) as a function of the
displacement of the microbend plates from its
starting position along the MM fiber in two dif-
ferent cases namely when there is: (a) no extra
weight on the upper plate (the mass of the upper
plate is ^25 g), (b) an extra 50 g weight on the
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Fig. 3. Variation of output power with the position of micro-
bend plate along the multimode fiber with no weight on the
upper plate.
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Fig. 4. Variation of output power with the position of micro-
bend plate along the multimode fiber with 50 g weight on the
upper plate.

plate. Both the figures show a periodic variation in
the output power as a function of the displacement
of the microbend plates. It may be noted that the
output power corresponding to the peaks in these
figures is much larger than the output power
without any microbend. This indicates that the
coupling from the higher order modes of the
sensing fiber to the fundamental mode of the lead-
out fiber is quite significant. We calculated theo-
retically the power coupling efficiency between the
fundamental modes at each splice (assuming the
two fibers are axially aligned), which comes out to
be ^70%. This means that a significant amount of
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power coupling (^30%) takes place between the
higher order modes of the MM fiber and the lead-
in/out SM fibers due to mode mismatch. The av-
erage values of the periods in the two cases are
about 1.05 and 1.08 mm, respectively (see Figs. 3
and 4). The experimentally observed periodic
variation in the output power can be explained as
follows.

At the input splice, the power is mainly cou-
pled in the first few azimuthally symmetric modes
of the multimode fiber. The microbends induced
due to the microbend plates couple power from
these modes to various higher order modes. At the
second splice due to the fundamental mode mis-
match between the fibers and due to a possible
axial misalignment, power is coupled from all
these modes to lead-out SM fiber. The phase
difference D/ between the successive modes
reaching at the second splice would also depend
on the length of the fiber (L) between the micro-
bend plates and the second splice. As the micro-
bend plates are moved along the fiber, L would
change and hence the phase difference D/. Since
the fiber is nearly parabolic, Db is almost constant
and hence D/ should change periodically with a
period DL = 2p= Db. Thus, as L changes, the out-
put power should repeat itself periodically with a
period equal to 2p= Db. Substituting the value of
Afi from Eq. (3) with parameters given in Eq. (6),
the value of this period in L comes out to be «1.2
mm which is very close to the experimentally
observed values (1.05 and 1.08 mm) mentioned
above. A small discrepancy between the theoreti-
cal and experimental values of the above men-
tioned period may partly be attributed to the fact
that the MM fiber was not exactly parabolic in
nature. We determined the refractive index profile
of the MM fiber separately using the standard
'near field scanning method and found that the 'q
profile factor' of the MM fiber was «1.9 instead
of 2. As we know that the total number of
guided modes ðNÞ in a 'q-profile' MM fiber is gi-
ven by [8]:

N = q
q þ 2

1 2 2

^a n\A. (8)

Using the above equation it can be shown that a
higher value of V (as taken in theoretical calcu-

lations) means larger number of guided modes
resulting in a smaller value of Db and hence a
higher value of DL. It may be mentioned here that
the theoretical analysis assumes perfect alignment
of axes of the splices. However, even in the case of
misalignments at splices, the theoretical prediction
on the period in L would remain unchanged as it is
decided only by Db. We would also like to mention
here that Db is constant for any two successive
modes only upto the first order approximation. If
we take the exact values of propagation constant,
Afi between mth and (m þ 1)th modes varies with
mode number (m) although weakly. As a result the
relative phase distribution of various modes does
not repeat itself at different peaks, which results in
peak to peak intensity variation as is observed by
experimental results shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The
above experiment clearly shows that in SMS mi-
crobend sensors, modal interference plays an im-
portant role if the coupling from the higher order
modes of the multimode fiber to the output SM
fiber is not zero.

5. Conclusion

The effect of modal interference on the per-
formance of a microbend sensor using a single
mode-multimode-single mode fiber structure is
investigated. The study shows that if the coupling
from higher order modes of the sensing multi-
mode fiber to the lead-out SM fiber is not zero,
the output power vary periodically with the po-
sition of the microbends in the sensing fiber due to
modal interference. A simple experiment is carried
out to study this effect whose results agree well
with the theoretical predictions. The study should
be useful in the efficient design of microbend
sensors using SMS structures.
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